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Abstract: The “leaky pipeline” in STEM remains an open issue. The integration of multiple STEM subjects, especially technology, is a promising approach, and pre-collegiate STEM teachers are particularly underprepared in this content area. In this case study, the authors explore and characterize the discourses of pre-collegiate STEM teachers among themselves when working with a large astronomy dataset using a web-based spreadsheet tool. The authors used a feminist social constructivism theoretical framework and obtained observational field notes on five, in-service, STEM primary and secondary teachers (purposefully selected from 15 potential groups). The participants were audio and video recorded as they worked on the activity for two hours. Discourse analysis was used as qualitative analysis. Results show that the participants positioned group members with higher social status (based on gender, degrees, experience, etc.) as peer mentors. The peer mentors controlled the computer and guided the others to develop pedagogical content knowledge. The computer was also used as a technological bridge between science and math concepts. Participants showed evidence of not only integrating STEM concepts in their discussion, but also made connections to the science-adjacent topics of geography and technical writing. Suggestions are made for teachers and professional development workshop organizers to help ameliorate inequity in this setting.
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1. Introduction

Although the “leaky pipeline” of girls and women leaving science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) has been well-studied, there remain no clear answers to why females tend to leave STEM majors \([1–3]\). The leak has been observed as young as in middle school, and studies of the factors affecting students in middle school include teachers and other educational professionals as large factors influencing students’ gendered ideas of career paths \([4]\). Primary and secondary school teachers therefore may prove to be productive targets to improve K-12 students’ perceptions of gender in STEM.

Astronomy is a common gateway for STEM instruction in primary and secondary school \([5]\), and also provides a ready environment for the integration of STEM topics \([6,7]\). There is little information about teacher preparation in astronomy separate from teacher preparation in physics, perhaps because astronomy programs are often organized within physics departments. Investigating teacher preparation in physics is where astronomy is usually taught in the pre-collegiate curricula. When it comes to physics teaching in the USA specifically, only 46% of physics teachers have either a major or minor in physics \([8]\), and this number is even smaller in new physics teachers at 43% \([9]\). Professional development (PD) workshops for primary and secondary (known as K-12 in the USA) teachers are an environment where post-secondary physics departments can potentially help the preparation of teachers, and there is a need for these PD opportunities \([5]\).

This paper investigates how in-service (or currently teaching) primary and secondary STEM teachers work with datasets in PD. This work looks to expand the literature on
integrated STEM, and gender issues in STEM education. Through discourse analysis, this paper analyzes the teachers’ positioning, and whether the in-service STEM teachers integrate separate STEM fields in their use of datasets.

This article continues with a review of the relevant literature, before moving into the methods, results, discussion and conclusions, and implications.

2. Literature Review

The specific group of participants highlighted in this article are part of a larger study composed of a total of 89 individuals who participated in a pre/post-test (see [6]). Among these, 43 individuals were audio and video recorded while working in 15 separate groups. The authors chose a specific group of five individuals as an exemplar case due to their discussion revolving around all of the topics highlighted within the other 14 groups. As a result, this literature review scans the themes found across these many groups and exemplified in the purposefully chosen representative group in this study. These themes are (1) integrated STEM, (2) role of technology within STEM, (3) authentic STEM, (4) sensemaking and the “classroom game,” (5) equity and gender, and (6) partnerships and mentoring.

Positioning theory, and the theoretical framework of feminist social constructivism, are also discussed to ground this study.

2.1. Integrated STEM

The integration of STEM is a goal in the USA [10–12] and internationally [13–15]. The integration of technology into STEM increases the engagement of students in STEM classes, partially due to the student-centered approach [16], and can further assist students from underrepresented groups [17,18]. It is expected that integrated STEM (iSTEM) will improve students’ “interest, engagement, attitude, and motivation” [15], (p. 3). As a result, iSTEM is often depicted as the frontier in STEM education [17–19], however no single definition exists specifying exactly how many STEM disciplines must be included to be considered sufficiently “integrated”—see [18] for a discussion of many of the combinations.

Burrows and Slater [20] proposed a theory of educators’ iSTEM, and an integrated model of STEM requires educational researchers to understand the role of the “T” of technology within STEM. In this paper, integrated STEM (or iSTEM) refers to content that combines two or more STEM disciplines, for example two science fields, science and math, or math and technology. These need to be combined simultaneously, rather than changing from one topic to the other. Integrating non-STEM topics with STEM (such as STEAM, or science, technology, engineering, art, and math) is not the explicit goal of this project but is also noted when it occurs. Many K-12 teachers do not feel confident in STEM fields individually, let alone integrating them [21]. Additionally, research into how PD programs encourage teachers to interconnect knowledge between different STEM fields is limited [5].

There is evidence that integrated STEM can be beneficial to students learning, but teachers often need resources to bring that skill into their classrooms and could require even additional support (such as PD) to be able to do so effectively. As a result, more research is needed to see whether and how teachers integrate STEM during PD activities, as there is limited information available about how teachers integrate technology specifically with other aspects of STEM.

2.2. STEM and Technology

Within integrated STEM, datasets are one viable tool for incorporating technology. In the PD activity, the five in-service teacher participants worked with a dataset presented in the form of a spreadsheet, so it is important to understand the role of datasets within STEM. The goal of this section of the literature review is to summarize what role datasets could potentially have within integrated STEM education, so that the researchers may assess whether the teachers did engage in any of these technology practices. This subsection examines the definition of “dataset” before moving on to possible roles of technology within education and whether datasets may fit any of these roles. These possible roles for technology in
the classroom include instructional technology vs. educational technology, computational thinking and programming, mathematical modeling, and science-specific technology.

The word “dataset” is not generally defined in relevant literature [22–24], but Schwortz and Burrows [6] (p. 3) suggest a definition of “any collection of data, often arranged in a spreadsheet”. Spreadsheets and other representations of data are important technological tools that students need to learn to use in the context of science [25], especially as modern technology and data storage often leave science researchers with larger amounts of data than can be analyzed individually [26]. Because of this revolution in scientific research, science education practice is increasingly including dataset education, and science education research is working to determine effective pedagogies [27]. However, students at all levels have difficulty with data analysis skills ranging from straightforward tasks such as graphing [28–30] to more nuanced analysis of data [31]. So, the questions of when and where students are being instructed in dataset skills, how this varies across different STEM disciplines, and how it is integrated with other STEM fields remains open. Similarly, it is not well known where STEM teachers learn these skills [20].

One possible context for technology in the classroom is instructional technology. This term is sometimes used to refer to technology used by the instructor only, such as using slideshow software as part of a lecture [32,33], while the term “educational technology” most often refers to technology used by the students in the process of learning a topic (AECT Definition and Terminology Committee, 2008, as quoted in [32,34]). These forms of technology are intended to help students learn the specific content within of the field of study—as distinct from the technology being the content and skills itself [32].

One way that technology could be the actual content and skills is computational thinking, which can be defined as a problem-solving process that encompasses “practices such as abstraction, modeling, and decomposition” ([35], (p. 3)), including data visualization and pattern recognition [36]. Programming is the process of breaking down a question into algorithms that can be performed by a computer to solve a problem [35,37], and is often associated with computational thinking. Dataset skills are separate from the skills for programming [38], but it is possible that there is an overlap with computational thinking [35,36,39,40].

Mathematical modeling is another way by which technological tools can be incorporated within a classroom. Math modeling can involve symbolic or numerical representations, physical objects, images [41], digital or electronic tools used for teaching [32], or the application of statistical analysis to data [11,42]. Dataset usage fits into this, as it requires a description of phenomena, using numbers [41] and visualization of the data [43].

Lastly, science-specific technologies must fall into one of three categories: “data collection” and analysis, “simulations and modeling tools”, or “online collaborative tools” ([44], (p. 214)), and can include programs created solely for science education on specific topics, or online scientific resources available to the general public [45]. Pre-service teachers are expected to understand and design lesson plans including science-specific technologies to enhance science content knowledge and pedagogy [46]. However, datasets are not a phenomenon limited only to the natural sciences, nor even to STEM, as they are used in the social sciences, or to keep track of inventory and household budgets, and more.

Multiple uses of technology have been discussed, but the use of large datasets has not been previously categorized as one of these. Not only have datasets not found a specific home within the “T” of STEM, but few relevant sources even define the word “dataset” (e.g., [22–24]). Schwortz and Burrows [6] (p. 3) suggest a definition of “any collection of data, often arranged in a spreadsheet”. Spreadsheets are important technological tools that students need to learn to use in the context of science [25], and this work attempts to determine how precisely teachers use datasets within the context of technology in integrated STEM.
2.3. Authentic STEM

Authentic STEM is the teaching practice of guiding students in the skills that scientists would use in their real-world practice [47]. Students engaging in authentic STEM ask questions, work collaboratively, and reflect on their learning [48]. Datasets are being used as authentic STEM in a number of classroom settings, including astronomy [6] and environmental science [43]. Astronomy-based PD especially holds promise for providing authentic STEM experiences [5]. However, while authentic STEM is often cited as a way to approach the integration of STEM [13], it may not be the ideal approach in all settings and cultural contexts [49].

Understanding learners’ attitudes and goals may help us to better determine when authentic STEM can be useful. These attitudes include whether participants are attempting to learn the material for themselves, or if they are simply trying to complete the assignment and move on.

2.4. Sensemaking vs. the “Classroom Game”

While examining the dataset activity in the study context, the authors noticed teacher sensemaking. Sensemaking is the process by which learners construct explanations and internalize new information [50,51]. It is a collaborative process requiring discourse between learners and as such fits well with a social constructivist theoretical framework [49,52,53].

At the other extreme are learners who “play the classroom game,” and these learners put their effort towards completing the bare minimum required to receive a grade they feel is sufficient [54]. Learners with this mindset may employ sensemaking to a limited extent with the goal of receiving a grade or pleasing a teacher [55].

Teachers perform sensemaking not only as regards the content they are teaching, but also how the content fits into their classroom and their overall curriculum [56,57]. However, they are put in a place of tension between needing to teach to a test often using standards (the classroom game) and wanting to encourage students to explore (or engage in sensemaking) [55]. One possible route is for teacher PD activities to focus on their own sensemaking within the context of content standards [12,55].

2.5. Equity and Gender

In addition to integrated STEM and technology, the authors of this study observed some complexities of gendered interactions. This paper uses the terms “sex” and “gender” interchangeably to refer to social roles of individuals, and the inevitable biases they face as a result (see Section 3, on feminist social constructivism). The distinctions and overlaps between gender and sex are complex [58], but unfortunately a full discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.

Although the percentage of females in STEM is increasing, it still remains male-dominated [58]. Females still receive messaging indicating that science is not for them, but instead is a field for males [39]. Many students are aware of the impact of gender and other inequities from both the larger society, and within their academic careers [60]. In addition, females have not been making gains in the engineering and technology workforce [61]. The literature shows that female secondary and post-secondary students experience a lower sense of self-efficacy than their male peers despite similar or higher levels of achievement in STEM [62–64].

Teaching how to use technology in primary and secondary schools is increasingly a focus in science standards [12] as a skill-based practice, but this could come with an “emotional cost” that disproportionately falls upon underprivileged students [65]. These students may come into the technology-enhanced classroom with an expectation of failure, which then influences their actual success [65]. However, in contrast, Buck et al. [58] postulate that the integration of technology into other STEM subjects gives female students and other underprivileged students opportunities and can act to mitigate gender inequities.

In mixed-sex groups, males interact with computers more than females [66,67]. Since students who interact with the computers more learn the concepts more [66], this gen-
dered difference may be one of many small contributions to gender imbalance in the workforce [61]. In addition, there is a gap in the literature of understanding how in-service, pre-collegiate STEM teachers learn to work with technology in an integrated setting so that they may teach their students [68].

2.6. Partnerships and Mentoring

Lastly, in the study’s groups, beyond integrated STEM, technology use, and gender, the authors detected participant actions of partnering and mentoring. The goal of teaching is learning, and learning requires a collaboration between learner and instructor [69,70]. Teacher PD involves collaboration between each teacher and the PD instructor as well as peer-to-peer collaboration, but by extension also implies the collaboration between the teacher and their students [71]. Both partners need to benefit from a partnership, even when the partners have a power differential such as in a mentoring situation [70,72,73].

In this study, some in-service teacher participants took on the role of peer mentors, and this role highlights the importance of partnerships and some of the potential motivators in their actions. Additionally, this showcases the relative positioning of participants. Importantly, within interactions, positioning is the process by which individuals use their discourse to create their self-identity, including their position within the hierarchies of society [74]. Positions are relative roles and power status; individuals can propose positions for themselves or for others [75,76]. Positioning plays an important role in the development of science identity of females starting as young as kindergarten, and thus teachers’ modeling is key to setting examples for students [77].

3. Theoretical Framework: Feminist Social Constructivism

In this study, the authors used a feminist social constructivism framework. Constructivism focuses on how individual learners make meaning of the materials to which they are exposed [53,78]. With social constructivism, researchers seek to describe how learners construct their shared knowledge, as well as how they together build and sustain shared activities [78,79]. Feminism as a theoretical framework is utilizing the lens that learners are influenced by structural “inequities shaping the lives of women” [78], (p. 689), and a researcher using this framework seeks out the forms and sources of inequity that stand as barriers to all learners, not just females [80].

Researchers recognize the need for a merged perspective combining the strengths of both social constructivism, and of feminism [80,81]. While learners build their own systems of understanding which shape the world around them (constructivism), they do so within the constraints of structural inequities that they cannot help but perpetuate (feminism). While females are trying to find their own place within both society and science (feminism) [82], they are also working together to try and build their knowledge of science content (social constructivism), and the activity of science (a discourse analysis viewpoint) [79]. Feminist social constructivism can be viewed either as adding a feminist viewpoint to existing social constructivist discourse [80], or as adding social constructivism to existing feminist discourse [83]. These theoretical frameworks are complementary, filling in the missing pieces for each other, and both are critical to understand learning.

4. The Study: Materials, Methods, and Analysis

The authors of this research study investigated the positioning of in-service STEM teachers during a PD workshop using datasets, while determining whether and how they integrated different STEM fields. The authors analyzed the group discussions of five in-service STEM teachers as they worked with an astronomy dataset in a lab-like group setting. This group was purposefully chosen from 15 total groups as an exemplar of the behaviors of all the groups. The authors used this one group as a case study [84], with the case serving as an instrumental case that touches upon the many topics of the 15 groups [84,85]. The authors further discuss the methods below, starting with the research questions and
continuing with the sample and setting, materials and experimental procedure, and ending with the analysis before moving on to the next section of results.

4.1. The Gap in the Literature

How teachers learn to work with technology in an integrated STEM setting [46,68,86], or integrate technology into their teaching [20], is a growing research field. Recent studies in this space are emerging [87–90]. In addition, more strategies are needed to reduce the leaky pipeline of females leaving STEM [1,2].

4.2. Research Questions

The purpose of this study was to investigate the discourse of in-service STEM teachers as they learned to work with datasets in astronomy, as an expansion of existing literature on integrated STEM, gender issues in STEM education, and mentoring partnerships. As such, the below questions were developed to investigate their experience.

1. How do in-service STEM teachers in a PD activity position themselves with respect to each other, and how does their use of the computer reflect their positioning?
2. How does the technology use of these in-service teachers fit into definitions of technology within STEM?
3. What does in-service teacher discourse during the PD reveal about integrating STEM disciplines?

4.3. Sample and Setting

The participants in this project were five in-service primary and secondary STEM teachers participating in an astronomy-themed PD session at a large research university in Western USA (purposefully chosen from 15 other groups as an exemplar). These participants’ education and experience are listed in Table 1, along with pseudonyms. Participants signed consent forms to participate in this study, including audio and video recordings.

Table 1. Participants’ genders, level of education, and STEM teacher experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name (Pseudonym)</th>
<th>Sex/Gender</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>STEM Teacher Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3 Bachelor’s degrees</td>
<td>10 years science, plus public outreach at NASA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree + 40 graduate credits</td>
<td>21 years math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree + graduate credits</td>
<td>Elementary and middle school math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>Elementary school 1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>1 year STEM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This grouping of five participants was self-selected: these five individuals were strangers to each other and were among the few participants who did not already know each other from previous workshops. They selected a larger group size than most other groups due to the limitations of available recording equipment. The group selected for analysis was larger than most other groups, and the size led to limited participant control of the computer (not all participants could control the computer at the same time), which afforded an examination of how computer usage played into positioning.

A total of 43 individuals split into 15 groups were recorded as part of the larger study. The themes discussed in the literature review were found in a number of the groups; the particular group selected for this paper exhibited all these themes, and thus was chosen as a single group that could exemplify these themes.

4.4. Materials and Experimental Procedure

This research study was approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board (IRB or ethics board). All participants signed informed consent forms, and were given
the opportunity to withdraw at any time. Participants worked in self-selected groups, influenced by some of them knowing each other from previous days of this PD session and other PD sessions.

While in the groups, the participants were given a 200-entry astronomical dataset in the form of a spreadsheet (Google Sheets), where each row was a different object, and each column was a different descriptor. These objects were quasars, a type of active galaxy, which are extremely bright. The descriptors were the name of each object as a numerical ID, right ascension and declination (aka RA and dec, coordinates on the sky equivalent to latitude and longitude on the Earth), redshift (a measure of the distance), and radio magnitude (a measure of whether the quasar has jets). These data came from the publicly available Sloan Digital Sky Survey, as presented by Schneider et al. [91] and Shen et al. [92].

This activity consisted of three phases intended to guide participants through the data analysis tasks performed by astronomers in analyzing these datasets. These included tasks such as graphing [28–30], data visualization [43], pattern recognition [36], and even simply looking at the numbers [41]. These tasks were split into three phases with participants turning in their results on each phase before receiving the instructions for the next phase. This was intended to allow for participants to discover their own meaning in the numbers before being guided to create standard graphs as their end products. These end products included an XY scatter plot of the coordinates on the sky (representing where they are found in the sky), a histogram of the redshift (representing how close they are to Earth), and a histogram of the radio magnitude (representing whether these galaxies tend to have jets).

Google Sheets was chosen as the platform for participants to analyze the data for a number of reasons, including the following.

Dataset of 200 objects chosen to reduce chance of participants analyzing the data one datapoint at a time.
1. Population unlikely to know IDL, Python, etc., so programming not a feasible option.
2. Goal of the project is examining dataset skills, not programming skills.
3. Google Sheets makes it easier to create histograms than MS Excel.

Schwortz and Burrows provide more detail about the activity, and an overview of participants via a mixed methods study [6], while this article uses discourse analysis and positioning theory to look at one participant group in more depth.

4.5. Data Sources

The authors used observational field notes, in the form of recordings, as the main data collection method. While the participants worked in groups, they were audio and video recorded, which was then transcribed. Video was recorded on one camera, and audio was recorded with four separate microphones placed near the participants. Audio was transcribed for the text (words). The analyzed group worked together on this activity for two hours. The data analyzed were the transcripts of the audio recording and verification of the transcripts by watching the recordings.

4.6. Analysis

Discourse analysis is the research method of analyzing the use of words to determine what structures and systems the speakers are supporting or creating [79]. It has been used extensively to understand STEM textbooks, students, teachers, and practicing scientists [93–100]. Yet there is room for more insight as researchers identified discourse analysis as a specific methodology which is lacking in the realm of teacher PD [5].

Discourse analysis was performed using qualitative data analysis software (NVivo), both looking for the six a priori themes that were found in previous work [6] and discussed in the literature review—(1) integrated STEM, (2) the role of technology in STEM, (3) authentic STEM as best practice, (4) sensemaking and the “classroom game”, (5) equity and gender, and (6) mentoring as a form of partnership—as well as emergent ideas [101].

Discourse analysis has been shown to have a role within a larger analysis (including positioning theory) of qualitative data, when studying a group of students working together
on an integrated STEM activity [76]. In this study the authors used Gee’s [79] approach to determining “Discourses with a capital D”, by searching for the participants’ positioning, use of sensemaking and the classroom game, and for evidence of integrating STEM.

While much of the data analysis involved “unmotivated looking” [101] rather than specific coding for themes, the authors did code for the themes discussed in the literature review: integrated STEM, STEM and technology, authentic STEM as best practice, sensemaking vs. the classroom game, equity and gender, and partnerships (including mentoring).

4.7. Limitations

There were several limitations to this study. One was that the analyzed group was purposefully chosen as an exemplar group and self-selected, not matched by the research team. Second, because limitations of recording equipment led participants to self-select into a larger group than they would have otherwise, this may have affected the group dynamics. A group this size working with a single computer may inevitably have inequitable positioning “baked in” to the group size. It could be fruitful to repeat this work with a purposeful, smaller group with a single computer, or a purposeful, similar size group with more than the one computer. Thirdly, participants’ awareness that they were being recorded likely influenced their word choices and behaviors. Fourth, the authors cannot distinguish between multiple possible sources of the observed power structure, including gender, level of teacher education (such as how many degrees or what level of degree), content area of teacher education (STEM vs. education), and grade level of the teacher. Related to this limitation, fifth, the researchers did not record the group prior to sitting down at the computer, so there is no evidence as to how the group decided who would control the computer before they began to do so.

Regarding limitations in the design of this project, it was not designed to investigate programming, but it was found that participants showed evidence of using computational thinking skills, which has some overlap with programming. In addition, while there may be an intuitive assumption that a group this large would inevitably exhibit inequitable usage of the computer; this is an assumption that needs to be substantiated with evidence. While inequitable computer usage has been seen in non-teacher post-secondary mixed-sex groups [67], such evidence has not been presented for in-service teachers.

5. Results

This section discusses the participants’ positioning, group dynamics, and a shift in dynamics partway through the activity. In addition, the authors examine participants’ discourse for evidence of sensemaking vs. “the classroom game”, and for evidence of integrated STEM. The full codes discovered through this one case are listed in Table 2, and the literature review (above) was built around these codes that were discovered.

Next, individual stories are provided for reader insight and connection to the conclusions that the authors display.

5.1. Benjamin: The Mentor Teacher

Benjamin positioned himself as a mentor teacher and introduced the use of a free planetarium program (Stellarium) as a way for his peers to visualize the astronomical concepts of coordinates on the sky. Erica and Isaac reinforced this positioning by asking Benjamin questions that would allow him to show his knowledge, so they could learn from him.
Table 2. Alphabetical list of codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes and Subcodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Affect and motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Profanity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Self-deprecation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Astronomy misconceptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Authentic STEM as best practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Awareness of being recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Equity and gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Ability and gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Gender roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Sexual innuendos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Integrated STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Keeping group on task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Nature of science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Date = imperfect description of reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Objective reality exists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Science = describing reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Partnerships (mentoring, collaboration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Constructed knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Mentee motivating mentor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Mentor guiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Socially constructed knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Sensemaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Teachers thinking of students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Technical skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. STEM and technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Dataset skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Benjamin emphasized discourse of being a teacher. He tried to put not only his learning, but also the learning of his group members, into the context of how their students would react. Below he explains to his group how students would understand magnitude and brightness.

Benjamin: That would be my question. If you hand this to a student, some of them, they don’t have, if they have an idea of magnitude, they would basically say—so brightness is the same on all these? Zero is a value of magnitude.

Benjamin engaged in sensemaking about different units for the angle of a complete circle (i.e., 360 degrees vs. 24 h). His portion of this discussion is below.

Benjamin: Why does right ascension go to 359? It shouldn’t. It should only go for 24 h.

[other discussion]

Benjamin: So 90 degrees should be roughly ... 9 h. Let’s find something that’s close to that, like 12 h. That should be close to 180 degrees. So there it is.

He introduced the planetarium software to the group’s computer usage to try and help his group members make connections between the interdisciplinary STEM content they were learning, and how their students would see it.

Benjamin: A surveyor’s scope, which is what the orange lines [show], is going to change all day long because the Earth is rotating. We can’t do astronomy like that because we have to have—tell me where it is in the sky every single time. And that’s what the blue lines are. The right ascension and the declination.
Benjamin: So the blue lines are like latitude and longitude on a regular globe.

Here Benjamin makes connections between many interdisciplinary STEM concepts, including coordinates in astronomy, and surveying and coordinates in geography. Elsewhere, he demonstrated how he integrates STEM in his classroom, across multiple science fields (geography and astronomy), between science and math, and using a technological tool to do so. He discussed technical writing standards as a way to connect STEM to the language arts.

5.2. Isaac: The Second-in-Command

Isaac accepted Benjamin’s positioning himself as superior and positioned himself as superior to Erica. His interactions with Benjamin were either short answers or questions, or more lengthy joking around. He mostly did not interact with the three females, other than incidentally with Erica while she and Isaac answered Benjamin’s prompts. For example, when Benjamin was trying to demonstrate the planetarium software to the group, they had an exchange as follows.

Benjamin: The other thing I guess you could do, you could go through and say if we plotted all these, we could find out where, what section of the sky this was taken in. But it does from, what, 2 down to what?

Isaac: 360 dec.

Benjamin: We looked completely in a circle. We looked from plus 0 down to −0 zero, This plus 0 is going to be the North Pole. Minus zero is going to roughly be the South Pole. So are we looking at all sections of the sky?

Isaac: You’re talking about declination?

Benjamin: Yep.

Erica: Is that why these are negative? Negative numbers are in the southern hemisphere?

Isaac: —above our . . .

Benjamin: The negative numbers would be in the celestial southern hemisphere. Not our southern hemisphere.

Isaac: —above the celestial equator or below the celestial equator?

Isaac’s learner-discourse contributions were often on topics related to math, such as above where he chimed in on topics related to angles. Elsewhere, Isaac observed that the objects were ordered by their location east/west in the sky, discussing units, or trying to understand the ranges of values. Isaac fluently shifted between thinking in terms of math, and in terms of the scientific meaning behind this math.

Isaac: They just ordered this table according to right ascension. They could have done it according to declination. And if they would have—well, we did sort it by declination—oops. If we order it by declination, luckily the right ascension is attached to it and it automatically adjusts. Now you can see the right ascension is all gobbledygook order.

Erica: Those are really high numbers. Why are they—Oh, because you said that’s going around.

[Benjamin and Isaac both talking at once] full circles

Isaac: These, if it’s basically a hemisphere, be zero to 90, but it’s not quite the full [sphere]—

Benjamin: So that would be the next thing I would notice.

Isaac: Not quite the full hemisphere?
Isaac alternated between sensemaking and the classroom game. As part of the classroom game, Isaac kept the group on task by reading the instructions aloud, sometimes with humorous comments.

5.3. Erica: The Learner and Go-Between

Erica positioned herself as learning from Benjamin and Isaac and asked many questions. To start, her discourse was that of a learner, and she asked questions of Benjamin and occasionally Isaac as a student would a teacher.

Erica, following Benjamin’s model, discussed modifying the activity for her students.

Erica: … make them [her students] do data like on the spreadsheet and then just create 25 of those, instead of having 200 to deal with.

Erica often focused on sensemaking. In the below quote, she was reasoning through the use of the word “trend” as used by Benjamin and Isaac.

Erica: Yeah, you guys spent all that time looking for trends or you were looking for correlations between one variable and another. And you couldn’t find any. I’m not sure what the word “trend” is referring to. Is it just a pattern with the numbers or a trend of actual science happening with these quasars? That word “trend” means something different to me.

She showed evidence of putting this in context of not just lessons in science, but also interdisciplinary lessons, as primary school teachers generally teach all subjects in her district.

Erica: So if I was doing this in class with younger kids in science, I’d want them to be using terms like columns and the rows and say the words and actually [be] writing down the RA and declination. Especially if I was going to put this as a writing assignment. Want to be sure I had a list of all the vocabulary I’d want them to use or even a science writing paragraph. I would also have had those vocabulary words.

5.4. Olivia and Brittany: The Unknowns in the Back

Olivia and Brittany ceded nearly all power in the group by primarily talking with each other. For most of the session, Olivia and Brittany sat farther from the computer, never touched the computer, and never interacted with the two males and Erica. They talked throughout this time as shown in the video, but only to each other, and their words were inaudible in the recording. In fact, their inaudibility itself was a theme in the transcript of their discussion; over the course of three minutes, there were five instances where Olivia and Brittany were talking with each other but inaudible in the recording. Their body language placed them as equals despite the lack of supporting audio.

The rare times that Brittany and Olivia did contribute to the conversation of the group at the computer, their approach was generally very straightforward and less exploratory, focused on achieving the specific activity tasks given rather than attempting to learn the ideas as a whole.

Benjamin: So without graphing it, what would you say about this then?

Brittany: We just talked about each individual category as you guys were discussing it. What is ______. So we have values from 2 to 359 ________ very few have jets [inaudible]

Benjamin: So you just write up a summary?

Olivia: Summarized each category.

Brittany and Olivia were using a learner discourse, as they tried to complete the assignment efficiently by playing the classroom game. Benjamin’s tone, however, was dismissive of their contributions, and he quickly turned the conversation back towards a teacher-like discourse, and his own process of sensemaking.
5.5. The Group Dynamic

Throughout the first hour and 20 min of the recording, Benjamin, Isaac, and Erica worked together with Isaac and Benjamin dominating the conversation, with Erica unengaged. Benjamin explained to the group the meaning of right ascension and declination (coordinates in the sky, akin to latitude and longitude) using the free planetarium software that he used with his students. He was explaining this primarily in response to questions by Erica, but Isaac was also alternating between asking questions of Benjamin to learn more himself and explaining ideas to Erica. Benjamin (and Isaac to a lesser extent as well) often put his explanations in terms of “this is what you should know as the teacher, this is what you should expect your students to be able to figure out, and this is how you can get them there”.

Benjamin: I was going to show you, if we can step away from this a minute. If this has got you confused—

Erica: Yes, it is.

Benjamin: —go back to Stellarium. So that you understand what those numbers are. So this is an astronomy program. If you hold your mouse and let’s click on the cloud and turn the sun off. So this is like the night sky from a certain location. If we strip away the atmosphere, this is what it would look like.

Benjamin: If I turn on this one, this is called the equatorial grid. This is the RA and the dec. If you just drag your screen down, it should take you all the way up and see what it’s laid off of, how it’s laid out. It’s laid off—

Isaac: North Star.

Benjamin: It’s all laid off the North Star. Okay. So some kid might ask you— and if you notice, it’s got these units of degrees, of 11 h, 12 h. So the hours are really like longitude lines and the degrees of declination are like latitude lines.

Erica: Can you go to real places on the Earth?

Benjamin: Yes, you can. But here’s something I want to show you. Most kids might try to tie this to what’s called 0 to 360 degrees like you see in a surveyor’s scope.

Separately, Oliva and Brittany talked only to each other, though they did listen to the other three teachers. The group behaved as if it were two separate groups: Benjamin, Isaac, and Erica in one group with a computer, and Olivia and Brittany in a second group without a computer, and able to only observe the first group’s computer work.

Figure 1 shows the relative positions of the five group members, and the direction in which authority flowed.

5.6. The Role of the Computer

Benjamin did not control the computer at any point in time, instead choosing to tell Isaac and Erica what to do on the computer. He positioned himself as instructing them in how to use the technology, and even moved them from working with the spreadsheet, to the planetarium program where he was more of an expert.

Isaac frequently controlled the computer and asked some questions. Erica interacted with the computer a little less frequently than Isaac, and there were instances where she and Isaac would together control different aspects of the computer. In Figure 2, Erica can be seen controlling the mouse, while Isaac uses the keyboard.
and Erica in one group with a computer, and Olivia and Brittany in a second group without a computer, and able to only observe the first group’s computer work. Figure 1 shows the relative positions of the five group members, and the direction in which authority flowed.

Figure 1. Flowchart showing participant positioning in the full group, with Benjamin in front, then Isaac, then Erica, and Olivia and Brittany in the back. Solid arrows indicate who talks with each other (IBE, and separately OB), dashed arrows indicate people talking at other people (IBE at OB), and dotted arrows show computer usage (B and E).

5.6. The Role of the Computer

Benjamin did not control the computer at any point in time, instead choosing to tell Isaac and Erica what to do on the computer. He positioned himself as instructing them in how to use the technology, and even moved them from working with the spreadsheet, to the planetarium program where he was more of an expert.

Isaac frequently controlled the computer and asked some questions. Erica interacted with the computer a little less frequently than Isaac, and there were instances where she and Isaac would together control different aspects of the computer. In Figure 2, Erica can be seen controlling the mouse, while Isaac uses the keyboard.

Olivia and Brittany did not touch the computer at all, though all participants looked at the screen and discussed what they were seeing. Figure 3 shows how control of the computer supported the positioning of the group, as Benjamin instructed Isaac and Erica in how to use the computer, and they then interacted with it.

Figure 2. Photo of full group of participants. From left, back row: Olivia and Brittany sitting farther from the computer and looking at it and the participants closer to the computer; front row: Erica sitting at the desk, holding the mouse, and looking at the computer along with Benjamin; Isaac sitting at the desk, typing on the keyboard with one hand, and looking at the computer; Benjamin sitting at the desk, gesturing with one hand, and looking at the computer and other participants.

Olivia and Brittany did not touch the computer at all, though all participants looked at the screen and discussed what they were seeing. Figure 3 shows how control of the computer supported the positioning of the group, as Benjamin instructed Isaac and Erica in how to use the computer, and they then interacted with it.
Figure 2. Photo of full group of participants. From left, back row: Olivia and Brittany sitting farther from the computer and looking at it and the participants closer to the computer; front row: Erica sitting at the desk, holding the mouse, and looking at the computer along with Benjamin; Isaac sitting at the desk, typing on the keyboard with one hand, and looking at the computer; Benjamin sitting at the desk, gesturing with one hand, and looking at the computer and other participants. Olivia and Brittany did not touch the computer at all, though all participants looked at the screen and discussed what they were seeing. Figure 3 shows how control of the computer supported the positioning of the group, as Benjamin instructed Isaac and Erica in how to use the computer, and they then interacted with it.

Figure 3. Flowchart of computer usage in the full group, with Benjamin in the front, then Isaac and Erica, and Olivia and Brittany in the back. Arrows from a computer to a person indicate that the person is receiving information from the computer (looking at the screen). Arrows from a person to a computer indicates the person is interacting with the computer. Benjamin did not directly interact with the computer but instructed Isaac and Erica on how they should do so.

The planetarium program served as a focal point for the group’s work on sensemaking about the coordinate system and redshift. It is a piece of science-specific technology, and the group members were using it to understand numbers and coordinates (math concepts).

5.7. The Bathroom Break: The Exception That Proves the Rule

At one hour and 21 min into the session, the two males and Erica were floundering in their progress and began trying things randomly to see what would happen. Brittany tried to give suggestions, breaking her previous pattern of sitting back quietly, but the group controlling the computer did not listen to her. The males decided they needed a break and left to use the bathroom at the same time. Brittany moved closer towards the computer, while Erica turned around to talk with her and Olivia, for the first time, as shown in Figure 4 and the quote below.

Erica: So, the best graph that we noticed would have been the redshift. Sense of it. Its distance away.

Brittany: Like _________ taking ____ and mapping it out ______ coordinates with the RA and dec. Then ____ each point, with its redshift values_____ additional object. Then either color code or somehow label if it had _________ radio magnitude or __________ just kind of simplify some of the data. And that’s what I did. ___ at all.

Brittany: I don’t know [Google Sheets]. Maybe Excel.

The dynamics between the remaining three females were completely different than with the males in the group. They positioned themselves as equals, posing questions to each other, discussing possible answers, and building their knowledge cooperatively without hierarchy. None of the females touched the computer, but Brittany repeatedly referred to things on the screen when making her points, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4. Photo of female participants while males went to the bathroom. From left, back row: Olivia and Brittany sitting farther from the computer; front row: Erica sitting at the desk. No one is touching the computer. Olivia looks down at her paper. Brittany is talking animatedly, leaning forward towards Erica, and gesturing with one hand. Erica leans back away from the desk to listen to Brittany.

Figure 5. Flowchart showing positioning and computer usage between the three female participants when the males left the group. None of the females touched the computer, but Brittany often looked at the computer and referred to items on the computer screen. All three females discussed as peers.

During the five minutes without the males, Erica and Brittany worked more efficiently towards the goals of the assignment than the male-dominated sub-group had done. Olivia worked with them as well but was more soft-spoken and farther from the microphone, so her contributions were not recorded. The conversation style of these three females shifted from the previously mostly alternating discussion where one participant tried to construct their own knowledge individually and then explain to their group members, to a more overlapping style where the group members are constructing knowledge together.
Benjamin returned from his bathroom break a few minutes later and checked in with Brittany to see what they had figured out. She reported on both their work while the males were absent, but also what they had discussed while the males were present.

Brittany: I don’t know. We were having a hard time with this. We were thinking of our 4th graders and how to connect this while you guys are actually analyzing—[laughter]

Benjamin: How would you?

Brittany: I don’t know. The only thing that we talked about was like mapping the data out since you would have the coordinates with the RA and the dec. Then just label each point with its redshift value since the original object . . . seeing that number. Then maybe color coding, it has radio magnitude or it doesn’t, just using different colors. Then they can map them out and see where they’re falling on the map. So they have that visual.

Brittany correctly made connections between the science of astronomy, of geography, and with math, but before she could get any further than this, Isaac returned. His arrival interrupted Brittany’s work, with Benjamin and Isaac beginning to joke around, and the previous pattern of Isaac, Benjamin, and Erica dominating the computer and audio recording resumed.

In this interaction, Brittany said that she had been playing the classroom game when working with Olivia. However, the authors interpreted the women’s interactions as using sensemaking as part of their playing the classroom game.

5.8. Integrated STEM Discourse

With the exception of Olivia, all of the teachers discussed STEM in an integrated manner, as shown in Table 3. All participants except Olivia discussed declination and right ascension, which were included within the handout of the assignment. Mathematics was discussed in three separate manners: regarding units of time and degrees, understanding tables (such as rows, columns, and sorting them), and math modeling using graphs and color coding for visualization. None of the participants explicitly discussed engineering, and only Benjamin and Isaac explicitly discussed technology—Benjamin as shown in Table 3, Isaac in the below quote.

In this interaction, Benjamin said that he had been playing the classroom game when working with Olivia. However, the authors interpreted the women’s interactions as using sensemaking as part of their playing the classroom game.

Table 3. Examples of integrated STEM discourse. Text font is used to indicate which parts of the quote are associated with which aspects of STEM, with an underline indicating science, italics for technology, bold engineering, and strikethrough math, as shown in the right column. Olivia did not exhibit any integrated STEM discourse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Integrated STEM Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin: It’s all laid off the North Star. Okay. So, some kid might ask you—and if you notice, it’s got these units of degrees, of 11 h, 12 h. So the hours are really like longitude lines and the degrees of declination are like latitude lines.</td>
<td>• <strong>Science:</strong> North Star and degrees of declination (astronomy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac: They just <strong>ordered this table</strong> according to right ascension. They could have done it according to declination. And if they would have—well, we did sort it by declination—oops. If we <strong>ordered it by declination</strong>, luckily the right ascension is attached to it and it automatically adjusts. Now you can see the right ascension is all gobbledegook order.</td>
<td>• <strong>Science:</strong> right ascension and declination (astronomy)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Examples of integrated STEM discourse. Text font is used to indicate which parts of the quote are associated with which aspects of STEM, with an underline indicating science, *italics for technology*, **bold engineering**, and *strikethrough math*, as shown in the right column. Olivia did not exhibit any integrated STEM discourse.
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Integrated STEM Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Erica: So if I was doing this in class with younger kids in science, I’d want them to be using terms like **columns and rows** and say the words and actually [be] writing down the **RA** and **declination**. Especially if I was going to put this as a writing assignment. Want to be sure I had a list of all the vocabulary I’d want them to use or even a science writing paragraph. I would also have had those vocabulary words. | • Science: RA and declination (astronomy), explicitly mentions science  
• Technology: (none)  
• Engineering: (none)  
• Math: columns and rows (tables)  
• Other: science vocabulary words and writing assignments (language arts) |
| Brittany: We talked about was like **mapping the data out** since you would have the coordinates with the **RA** and the **dec**. Then just label each point with its **redshift** value since the original object... seeing that number. Then maybe **color coding**, it has radio magnitude or it doesn’t, just using different colors. Then they can **map** them out and see where they’re falling on the **map**. So they have that visual. | • Science: RA, declination, redshift, radio magnitude (astronomy)  
• Technology: (none)  
• Engineering: (none)  
• Math: maps as a type of graph, using color coding for visualization  
• Other: mapping (geography) |
| Isaac: You’ve got ascension and declination both, so how are you going to plot it to both? We did plot against right ascension; we plotted against declination separately. But to go one, you’d have to do range plotting though some of the histograms do that for you. But I tried to change the range on one of them the bar width and it wouldn’t let me. So, whatever. That’s exactly where I was going to go next, was go broader or go narrower on that and see if there was a trend there, but it wouldn’t let us. | |

When discussing non-STEM content areas, geography concepts were used by both Brittany and Benjamin. Brittany compared maps and graphs, while Benjamin explicitly referred to latitude, longitude, and surveyors’ scopes. Erica extensively discussed language arts, including using science vocabulary words within writing assignments or while talking.

### 6. Discussion and Conclusions

Using discourse analysis \[79\] and positioning theory \[75,76\], the authors investigated three questions revolving around positioning, the usage of technology, and integrated STEM within a case study \[84,85\] of teachers during a professional development STEM dataset activity. Overall, the in-service teacher participants showed positioning based on multiple factors (including years of teaching experience, subject area and grade level taught, and gender), technology use in relation to the dataset but also in simulation and modeling, and focused on integrated STEM spaces and other disciplinary areas.

#### 6.1. Question 1: Positioning

This study found that the group established a power differential with the two males being the most vocal and active and taking on group mentor roles, and the females being least vocal and taking more passive roles. This aligned not only with existing societal gendered power dynamics, but also with levels of experience, content areas, and age levels of their students. This positioning was primarily established by one of the males and actively supported by the other male and one of the females, while the other two females ceded all power in the group. Participants used the computer to support their positioning, as a focal point of their discussions, and as guidance in their sensemaking of the content and how it would fit into their curriculum.

The more senior teachers assisted the more junior teachers with both content knowledge, and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). However, they did not assist the most junior teachers with the hands-on skills of using spreadsheets on computers. Therefore, the positioning of the more senior teachers prevented the most junior teachers from using the computer themselves and improving on these technological skills. This group could instead have chosen to rotate control of the computer, for example, but did not choose to do...
so. However, the group’s decision to have the mid-level participants control the computer (Isaac and Erica), and not the most senior teacher (Benjamin), is of interest. This decision may have been the result of an intersection of both experience with computers and with the content, but more investigation in this area is warranted.

6.2. Question 2: Use of Technology in STEM

The participants used two computer programs during this activity: a planetarium program (Stellarium), and an online spreadsheet (Google Sheets), and these two programs hold multiple roles of technology.

The planetarium program can be considered a science-specific technology and was brought into the conversation as a simulation and modeling tool [44]. The mentor teacher, Benjamin, used the program to educate his peers on specific topics [45] related to coordinates in the sky, and explained how he uses the program in his own teaching [46]. In this way, the program was also used as instructional technology when used by Benjamin [32,33], and as educational technology when the participants used the program themselves [32,34]. Thus, this planetarium program fit multiple models of using technology within the classroom.

The spreadsheet program to analyze the data was also used in multiple ways. Because this program was used by the participants as learners in the PD classroom, it can be considered instructional technology [32,33]. It was used for data visualization, which is usually considered a form of mathematical modeling [43], and also to analyze the data [11,42]. Since Krauss and Prottman [36] also consider data visualization and pattern recognition to be important computational thinking skills, this usage of the spreadsheet program may have also fallen into computational thinking. This spreadsheet program fits the Hsu and Sharma [44] descriptors of science-specific technologies as involving data analysis and online collaborative tools. However, it is worth noting that a number of participants in other groups revealed prior experience with spreadsheets in other contexts (such as budgeting and financial analysis, and stock inventory), meaning that while spreadsheets may fit this description of “science-specific technology,” they are not actually specific to science.

These teachers used the two programs on the computer in multiple modes of technology usage within STEM, including educational and instructional technology, and for data visualization and analysis, which are both mathematical modeling and computational thinking. There was no evidence of these teachers taking the computational thinking a further step to programming, and the science-specific technology evidence is inconclusive.

6.3. Question 3: Integrated STEM

The participants discussed connections between astronomical coordinates and geographical coordinates, integrating different science disciplines. They shifted between the scientific meaning of the coordinates, and mathematical approaches to the numbers, integrating across STEM. And they discussed building students’ technical writing skills, integrating out from STEM to other fields.

As a group, the teachers integrated one science discipline (astronomy), mathematics (angles, time, graphical representations), technology (such as computational thinking including using a computer to visualize data), and two non-STEM disciplines (geography and language arts). This does not fit within the Burrows and Slater [20] iSTEM model, which does not include non-STEM fields. Perhaps the iSTEM model could be expanded with two additional dimensions or qualifiers: one for integration of technology, and one for integration of non-STEM topics.

Overall, science (e.g., astronomy), technology (e.g., datasets), engineering (e.g., simulation), and mathematics (e.g., modeling) were discussed by the in-service teachers in addition to other disciplinary areas (e.g., geography).
6.4. Summary

The evidence of this study shows that teachers in this group established positions based upon their years of experience, grade level, and gender, which served to both mentor the teachers in the middle, but also exclude the teachers with the least experience. These teachers approached datasets as a combination of technology and math, even when the activity was science focused, and they did integrate all aspects of STEM, as well as subjects outside STEM.

7. Future Research

Educational researchers still do not understand all the mechanics by which STEM students learn how to “do gender” [66] (p. 2). Additional studies are needed on whether students observe teachers’ gendered power dynamics between themselves; to explore teachers’ power dynamics when separating out the factors of gender, educational attainment, etc.; and whether they do this same positioning in situations other than PD. Further studies into the power structure of group usage of computers in STEM would help to better clarify whether status based on gender, experience, or content area is more likely to dominate these decisions. Since the literature shows that the self-efficacy of female students is lower than that of their male peers despite similar or higher levels of achievement in STEM [94–96], future research to help distinguish between these multiple factors among in-service teachers could be beneficial.

The teachers in this study often integrated writing and communication into the STEM space, which leads to the importance of utilizing skills and practices from all disciplines. Teacher educators, teachers, and educational researchers should have a working knowledge of integrated STEM categorization frameworks to further enhance offerings for maximum benefits. In addition, further work needs to be performed to determine how teachers perform sensemaking and integration across the disciplines.

This study was performed using an astronomical dataset from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. More work needs to be done with teachers working with different datasets, for example, environmental studies may prove to be an inherently interdisciplinary field similar to astronomy. It could be fruitful to study teachers working with other open-access datasets, such as the University of Wyoming Data Corral (https://datacorral.uwyo.edu/, accessed on 24 January 2022).

Additionally, future work could focus on determining which specific aspects of dataset usage promote integrated STEM learning.

8. Implications

Integrated STEM frameworks might not specifically address the use of technology, nor distinguish between integrating within STEM, and often do not address integrating STEM with non-STEM [18,20]. Participants in this study integrated astronomy (science), mathematics, technology, geography (science or social science), and communication skills. Integrating at least two disciplines can be categorized as a Level Two [20], but since science, mathematics, and technology were highlighted, this study’s activity is more in line with Level Three categorization.

With these results, the authors offer a few recommendations to consider in addition to focusing on integrated STEM frameworks. This work showcases that during PD, teachers working in groups do form a hierarchy. Higher education faculty members running PD workshops for teachers may wish to:

1. Confront this hierarchy, and there are approaches to this end.
2. Assign teachers to work in smaller groups (fewer than five individuals) which may encourage all individuals to participate and thus reduce the “unknowns in the back” phenomenon.
3. Assign homogeneous groups, that is, single sex, similar years of experience, age group of their students, and subject areas, which may reduce the formation of power structures based on these characteristics; however, it does not directly challenge these
power structures, and there may be other reasons to prefer assigning heterogeneous groups, or allowing self-selection of groups.

4. Arrange activities including the use of computers with one computer per one teacher, however this is not an option for all PD instructors, and even if it is an option, doing so may negatively impact collaboration between the teachers. If PD is taking place over a prolonged period (such as multiple days, whether contiguous or with gaps between the days), the teachers could be encouraged to rotate who controls the computer on each day.

These strategies may also be worth trying with other populations such as primarily through post-secondary students, as has been previously recommended by the authors [6]. Primary and secondary teachers themselves may wish to become more aware of their gendered interactions with their peers, especially where they can be observed by students, but more research needs to be done in a school setting to see whether and how students observe these interactions.

This study begins to address the gap in the literature of how STEM teachers learn to work with technology in an integrated STEM setting, and some strategies are shown for addressing power structures during PD. Evidence was presented that teachers approach datasets as a combination of technology and math, even when set with a science focus. Professional development workshops involving datasets in STEM content areas can be used to aid teachers with integrated STEM processes and activities.

The last words on the transcript were spoken by Benjamin. He perfectly encapsulated both the hierarchy that the group established, and the flaws to this hierarchy when he said, “We should have listened to the elementary teachers. They’re always right”. By excluding Olivia and Brittany from the majority of the group’s work, the group did not hear their voices and lost their contributions.
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